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ABSTRACT

Context. Cygnus X-3 (Cyg X-3) is a well-known microquasar producing variable emission at all wavelengths. Cyg X-3 is a prominent X-ray binary producing relativistic jets, and studying its high energy emission is crucial for the understanding of the fundamental acceleration processes in accreting compact objects.

Aims. Our goal is to study extreme particle acceleration and γ-ray production above 100 MeV during special spectral states of Cyg X-3 usually characterized by a low hard X-ray flux and enhanced soft X-ray states.

Methods. We observed Cyg X-3 with the AGILE satellite in extended time intervals from 2009 Jun.–Jul., and 2009 Nov.–2010 Jul. We report here the results of the AGILE γ-ray monitoring of Cyg X-3 as well as the results from extensive multiwavelength campaigns involving radio (RATAN-600, AMI-LA and Metsähovi Radio Observatories) and X-ray monitoring data (XTE and Swift).

Results. We detect a series of repeated γ-ray flaring activity from Cyg X-3 that correlate with the soft X-ray states and episodes of decreasing or non-detectable hard X-ray emission. Furthermore, we detect γ-ray enhanced emission that tends to be associated with radio flares greater than 1 Jy at 15 GHz, confirming a trend already detected in previous observations. The source remained active above 100 MeV for an extended period of time (almost 1.5 months in 2009 Jun.–Jul. and 1 month in 2010 May). We study in detail the short timescale γ-ray flares that occurred before or near the radio peaks.

Conclusions. Our results confirm the transient nature of the extreme particle acceleration from the microquasar Cyg X-3. A series of repeated γ-ray flares shows correlations with radio and X-ray emission confirming a well established trend of emission. We compare our results with Fermi-LAT and MAGIC TeV observations of Cyg X-3.
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1. Introduction

Cygnus X-3 (Cyg X-3) is one of the most puzzling and interesting compact objects in our Galaxy. Discovered in 1966 (Giacconi et al. 1967), Cyg X-3 is a high-mass X-ray binary exhibiting a 4.8 h modulation in its X-ray (Parsignault et al. 1972; Vilhu et al. 2009), infrared (Mason et al. 1986; van Kerkwijk et al. 1992; van Kerkwijk et al. 1996) and γ-ray (Abdo et al. 2009b) emission. The system is believed to be composed of a mass-donating Wolf-Rayet star (van Kerkwijk et al. 1996) orbiting around a compact object (neutron star or black hole). Certainly what makes Cyg X-3 an interesting object is its ability to produce very energetic relativistic radio jets (Molnar et al. 1988; Mioduszewski et al. 2001) that usually occur in coincidence with particular spectral states (McCollough et al. 1999; Zdziarski & Gierlinski 2004; Szostek et al. 2008; Hjalmarsdotter et al. 2009; Koljonen et al. 2010). Many decades of X-ray monitoring of Cyg X-3 have provided a wealth of information on this source, and in general the soft, intermediate and hard X-ray states show correlated or anti-correlated behaviours with respect to the radio and jet emission. In particular, the soft (1–10 keV) and hard (20–100 keV) X-ray emission from Cyg X-3 are clearly anti-correlated during “normal” stages during which the source produces radio emission at low or intermediate levels with no major radio jet production. Major radio flares in Cyg X-3 are preceded by quenched states, during which the source is in a soft X-ray state and radio emission is strongly suppressed.

The ability of Cyg X-3 to efficiently accelerate particles in relativistic jets, and the favourable jet geometry parameters that make the transient jet phenomenon very dramatic (e.g. Mioduszewski et al. 2001) have attracted considerable attention from the astrophysics community. Cyg X-3 is a Galactic “microrasaur”, and the inner dynamics and accretion properties of its compact object can shed light on fundamental physical processes of relativistic jet sources, both Galactic and extragalactic. From this point of view, exploring the high-energy emission from Cyg X-3 and unveiling its temporal and physical properties open the way to a detailed understanding of the plasma properties of inner accretion disks of compact objects and of particle acceleration processes under extreme radiative conditions.

Motivated by these reasons, our group has made a detailed study of γ-ray emission from Cyg X-3 with the AGILE satellite. The AGILE discovery of transient γ-ray emission from Cyg X-3 in 2008 Apr associated with a specific spectral state preceding a major radio jet ejection opened a new window of investigation of microrasauras. Several other major γ-ray emission episodes from Cyg X-3 have been detected by AGILE and Fermi since 2008 (Tavani et al. 2009b; Abdo et al. 2009b). In this paper, we focus on the main results of our extensive search for transient γ-ray emission from Cyg X-3 carried out in the energy range 100 MeV–50 GeV by AGILE during the periods 2009 Jun.–Jul. and 2009 Dec.–2010 mid-Jun. We find that the activity in γ-rays during the periods 2009 Jun.–Jul. and 2010 May temporally coincide with the hard X-ray emission reach minimum values. Our results confirm the overall trend found by Tavani et al. (2009b), i.e., that the highest γ-ray emission above 100 MeV from Cyg X-3 is associated with soft X-ray spectral states that are in general coincident with or anticipate radio jet emissions. Furthermore, our results show that γ-ray emission from Cyg X-3 is detectable by AGILE not only during relatively short (1–2 day) flares as in Tavani et al. (2009b) but also during “extended” periods lasting several days or weeks (as during 2009 Jun.–Jul.). Detecting continuous γ-ray emission during “active” phases is of great theoretical relevance for the modelling of Cyg X-3.

We also briefly compare here the AGILE and Fermi-LAT results. We also consider a recent investigation by the MAGIC group reporting their results on a monitoring program of Cyg X-3 in the TeV energy range (Aleksic et al. 2010), and briefly discuss the implications with respect to the AGILE detections.

2. The AGILE GRID observations of Cyg X-3

AGILE (Astrorivelatore Gamma ad Immagini LEggero – Light Imager for Gamma-ray Astrophysics) is a scientific mission of the Italian Space Agency (ASI) launched on April 23, 2007 (Tavani et al. 2009a). The AGILE scientific payload is made of three detectors: (1) a γ-ray imager made of a Tungsten-Silicon Tracker (ST) (Barbiellini et al. 2002; Prest et al. 2003; Bulgarelli et al. 2010a) with a large field of view (about 60°); (2) a coaxial hard X-ray silicon detector (named Super-AGILE Feroci et al. 2007), for imaging in the 18–60 keV energy range; and (3) a CsI(Tl) Mini-CALorimeter (MCAL) detector (Labanti et al. 2006) that detects γ-rays or particle energy deposits between ~350 keV and 100 MeV. The whole instrument is surrounded by an anti-coincidence (AC) system (Perotti et al. 2006) of plastic scintillators for the rejection of background charged particles. An effective background rejection, event trigger logic, and on-board data storage and transmission is implemented (Argan et al. 2004). ST, MCAL and AC form the so-called Gamma-Ray Imaging Detector (GRID) for observations in the 30 MeV–50 GeV γ energy range. The AGILE orbital characteristics (quasi-equatorial with an inclination angle of 2.5 degrees and average 530 km altitude) are optimal for low-background γ-ray observations. AGILE data are transmitted to the ASI Malindi ground station in Kenya, and quickly transferred to the ASI Science Data Center (ASDC) near Frascati. Data processing of γ-ray data is then carried out at the ASDC and AGILE Team locations.

The AGILE-GRID is optimized in the 100 MeV–1 GeV range, as demonstrated by the calibrated data Cattaneo et al. 2011; Chen et al., in prep.), and by the in-orbit performance (Tavani et al. 2009a).

The AGILE γ-ray exposure of the Cygnus region can be divided in two parts.

1. A first set of exposures obtained in the satellite “pointing mode” characterized by pointing centroids near the Cygnus region in the Galactic plane. In this mode, AGILE accumulated a total effective time of ~338 days during the period 2007 Jul.–2009 Oct. Table 1 provides the details of the main time intervals analyzed in this paper for which a substantial exposure was accumulated in the Cygnus region in this pointing mode.

2. A second set of exposures obtained quasi-continuously with the satellite operating in “spinning mode” since 2009 Nov. In this mode, the satellite axis sweeps an entire circle in the sky in approximately 7 min. Depending on the season, the whole sky is progressively exposed with a typical accumulating pattern. The Cygnus region is favorably positioned in the sky, and has been continuously monitored since 2009 Nov. with a 2-days exposure comparable with 1-day pointing exposure level.
2.1. Data analysis method

The data analysis was performed on the data set in pointing mode generated with the reprocessing No. 3 of the AGILE Standard Pipeline, and with the AGILE-GRID software package version 4 publicly available at the ASI Data Center web site (http://agile.asdc.asi.it/). The analysis has been performed with the FM3.119 filter and the calibration matrix used is the I0023 version. The events collected during the passage in the South-Atlantic Anomaly and the Earth albedo background were consistently rejected. The GRID event directions were reconstructed by the AGILE Kalman filter technique (Giuliani et al. 2006). To reduce the particle background contamination, we selected only events flagged as confirmed γ-ray events (G class events, corresponding to an on-axis effective area of ~350 cm² at 100 MeV).

The multi-source likelihood analysis method (MSLA) (Mattox et al. 1996) was used to search for persistent and transient emission from Cygnus region; this analysis method iteratively optimizes position, flux and spectral index of all the sources of the region. The likelihood ratio \( T_s \) is then simply the ratio of the maximum likelihood of two hypothesis (e.g. the absence and the presence of a source). For this analysis, integrating all flaring episodes in 2008 Jan.–Jul., we obtained (see Sect. 3.2 and Fig. 4) and kept fixed the photon index of 2.0 for Cyg X-3. This is consistent with other AGILE detections reported in Tavani et al. (2009b). During the analysis the position of the source is kept free and constrained with the 95% confidence contour level. The AGILE photon counts, exposure, and Galactic background maps were generated with a bin size of 0.3° × 0.3° for \( E > 100 \) MeV to compute the period-averaged source flux and its evolution. The analysis was performed over a region of 10° radius.

The Galactic diffuse γ-ray radiation (Giuliani et al. 2004) and the isotropic emission are taken into account in the model. The Galactic diffuse emission model is based on a 3D grid with bin of 0.25° in galactic longitude and latitude and 0.2 kpc in distance along the line of sight. In order to model the matter distribution in the galaxy we use the HI (Kalberla et al. 2005) and CO (Dame et al. 2001) radio survey and we take into account the cosmic ray models (Chi et al. 1991) which can differ from the locally observed cosmic ray spectrum.

Two energy bands have been considered in the analysis: 100 MeV–50 GeV and 400 MeV–50 GeV.

Only the detections with \( \sqrt{T_s} < 3 \) and with a position consistent with Cyg X-3 source are selected. For this subclass of selected flare peaks, a non-automatic verification is performed to further confirm the results. Pre-trial significance was determined by calculating the \( T_s \) density function of our analysis method (Mattox et al. 1996) by means of Monte Carlo simulation (Bulgarelli et al. 2012). For the determination of the post-trial significance we have taken into account only the number of bins of the light curve.

The Cygnus region is characterized by complex γ-ray emission: several γ-ray sources are detected above 100 MeV, and it is important to correctly model the diffuse radiation of the region. Three bright γ-ray sources dominate the Cygnus region and also reported in the First AGILE Catalog (Pittori et al. 2009). They are all γ-ray pulsars (Halpern et al. 2008; Abdo et al. 2009a; Camilo et al. 2009). We added more nearby sources in the γ-ray model (Table 2) and the statistical analysis of these sources is compared with the First AGILE Catalog analysis. A new likelihood analysis investigation has been performed to take into account a new background event filter (FM3.119). We have also added considerably more exposure to the data set.

For our MSLA method we first determined self-consistently the positions of all bright sources (including also a Cyg X-3 candidate source, AGL 2033+4056) by considering the whole set of AGILE-GRID data in pointing mode for the Cygnus region. Subsequently (see next section), for the time-resolved analysis of Cyg X-3 candidate source, we fixed the fluxes and the positions of the brightest sources as shown in Table 2, keeping the position and flux of Cyg X-3 free. In particular, we studied the γ-ray source 4129 that we call here AGL 2030+4129 that is positioned only 0.4° from Cyg X-3 position. This γ-ray source is consistent in position and average flux with the source 1FGL J2032.2+4127 (Abdo et al. 2010) which is the counterpart of the radio pulsar PSR J2032+4127 (of spin period \( P = 147 \) ms, and a most likely distance \( d = 1.8 \) kpc, Camilo et al. 2009). Given the differences in the published determinations of the γ-ray spectral index of AGL 2030+4129/1FGL J2032.2+4127, we considered in our analysis two γ-ray spectral indices \( \alpha_1 = 2.24 \) (Fermi-LAT First Catalog), and \( \alpha_2 = 1.84 \pm 0.2 \) calculated with AGILE data; for these indices we find the corresponding average fluxes 26 ± 3 and 18 ± 4 × 10⁻⁸ ph. cm⁻² s⁻¹. In this paper we adopt the spectral index value \( \alpha = 1.84 \pm 0.2 \) that is the value calculated with the AGILE data.

An alternative method using the False Discovery Rate (FDR, Benjamini et al. 1995; Miller et al. 2001; Hopkins et al. 2002)

Table 1. AGILE observations of the Cyg X-3 region analyzed in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obs. block</th>
<th>( l )</th>
<th>( b )</th>
<th>Time (MJD)</th>
<th>Mean off-axis angle</th>
<th>( \sqrt{T_s} )</th>
<th>Flux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OB7500/OB7600</td>
<td>92.835</td>
<td>-9.574</td>
<td>54 997.50–55 027.50</td>
<td>17/29</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>32 ± 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB7700</td>
<td>105.729</td>
<td>7.231</td>
<td>55 027.50–55 055.50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinning</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>55 168.50–55 362.50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>&lt;16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. The table provides: (1) the observation block (OB) number; (2, 3) the galactic coordinates \( l \) and \( b \) of the pointing centroids; (4) the time interval in MJD; (5) the off-axis position of Cyg X-3 at the beginning of the OB (in degrees); (6) the statistical significance \( \sqrt{T_s} \) of the source detection according to the maximum likelihood ratio test; (7) the period-averaged flux \( F(\gamma > 100 \) MeV) in 10⁻⁸ ph. cm⁻² s⁻¹ (if \( \sqrt{T_s} < 3 a 2 - \sigma \) upper limit is reported).
Table 2. List of Cygnus region sources with $E > 100$ MeV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGILE name</th>
<th>$l$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$\sqrt{T_s}$</th>
<th>$\sqrt{T_s}$</th>
<th>$\sqrt{T_s}$</th>
<th>$\sqrt{T_s}$</th>
<th>Counterpart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGL 2021+4029</td>
<td>78.24</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>141 ± 4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33 ± 1.5</td>
<td>1AGL J2022+4032 – Gamma Cygni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL 2021+3652</td>
<td>75.24</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>67 ± 3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19 ± 1.2</td>
<td>1AGL J2021+3652 – PSR J2021+3651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL 2030+4129</td>
<td>80.11</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>18 ± 4</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>5.6 ± 0.7</td>
<td>1AGL J2032+4102 – LAT PSR J2032+4127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL 2026+3346</td>
<td>73.28</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>10 ± 1.7</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL 2046+5032</td>
<td>88.99</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>10 ± 1.7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL 2016+6434</td>
<td>74.59</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>14 ± 2.3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL 2029+4403</td>
<td>81.97</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>14 ± 3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.7</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL 2033+4056</td>
<td>79.92</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>15 ± 2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.7</td>
<td>1AGL J2032+4102 – Cygnus X-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL 2038+4313</td>
<td>82.32</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>15 ± 3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL 2024+4027</td>
<td>78.56</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>24 ± 5</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>11 ± 2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL 2019+3816</td>
<td>76.24</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>11 ± 2.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2 ± 0.6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL 2036+3954</td>
<td>79.47</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>5.0 ± 1.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.7</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. The table provides: (1) AGILE name of the sources; (2, 3) the galactic coordinates $l$ and $b$; (4–6) the statistical significance $\sqrt{T_s}$ of the source detection according to the maximum likelihood ratio test for $E > 100$ MeV and $E > 400$ MeV respectively; (5–7) the period-averaged flux $F$ ($E > 100$ MeV) in $10^{-8}$ ph. cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for $E > 100$ MeV and $E > 400$ MeV respectively; (8) a possible counterpart.

2.2. Flaring $\gamma$-ray activity observed by AGILE

We detected several significant short timescale $\gamma$-ray flares from the Cyg X-3 region during the 2009 Jun.–Jul. period (pointing mode) and during the 2009 Dec.–2010 Jun. period (spinning mode). Figure 1 shows the light-curve of Cyg X-3 obtained in the 15–50 keV range by the Swift/BAT instrument from 2008 Jan. 1 to 2010 Jun. 1. Superimposed on the same plot are several arrows indicating the periods of major $\gamma$-ray flaring detected by AGILE and associated with Cyg X-3, including those already reported in Tavani et al. (2009b; see Table 5).

Tables 6 and 7 reports the details of the flares analyzed in this paper with the significance of the detections both with MSLA method and FDR method (when applicable). The MSLA and the FDRM use different assumptions for the background (diffuse) model, therefore it could happen that the relative significance of the detections is different. However, the result we wanted to point out in the table is that both independent methods would have selected the episodes as statistically significant.

Table 3. $\gamma$-ray flux ($E > 100$ MeV) from Cyg X-3 region in hard and soft X-ray state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (MJD)</th>
<th>$\sqrt{T_s}$</th>
<th>Flux</th>
<th>X-ray state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54 556.50–54 646.50</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>36 ± 7</td>
<td>soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 770.50–54 850.50</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>22 ± 6</td>
<td>soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 850.50–54 980.50</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>&lt;23</td>
<td>hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 596.50–54 980.50</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>&lt;19</td>
<td>hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 4997.50–55 027.50</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>32 ± 10</td>
<td>soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 027.50–55 055.50</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 056.50–55 320.50</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>&lt;15</td>
<td>hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 320.50–55 530.50</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>&lt;59</td>
<td>soft intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 530.50–55 400.50</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>&lt;27</td>
<td>hard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Columns: (1) the time interval in MJD; (2) the statistical significance $\sqrt{T_s}$ of the source detection according to the maximum likelihood ratio test; (3) the period-averaged flux $F$ ($E > 100$ MeV) in $10^{-8}$ ph. cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ (if $\sqrt{T_s} < 3$ a 2 – $\sigma$ upper limit is reported); (4) the X-ray state.

Periods of long $\gamma$-ray AGILE exposure (shown in grey in Fig. 1) cover both high, intermediate, and low states of hard X-ray emission from Cyg X-3.

2.3. Average $\gamma$-ray flux detected from Cyg X-3

By integrating all AGILE data from 2007 Jul. 13 (MJD 54 294.50) to 2010 Jun. 15 (MJD 55 362.50) (about 1.5 year of effective live-time on the Cygnus region) for $E > 100$ MeV, we find a $\gamma$-ray source at the $\sqrt{T_s} = 5.3$ level consistent with Cyg X-3 position, at $(l, b) = (79.92, 0.58) \pm 0.3$ (stat.) $\pm 0.1$ (syst.) and with an average flux $F_1 = (15 \pm 2) \times 10^{-8}$ ph. cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ above 100 MeV that contains all the $\gamma$-ray states. No significant detection is made for $E > 400$ MeV.

If we remove all flares detected by AGILE with $\sqrt{T_s} > 3$ (reported in Tavani et al. 2009b; and in Table 6) we find a $\gamma$-ray source at the $\sqrt{T_s} = 4.5$ level at the position $(l, b) = (80.03, 0.65) \pm 0.5$ (stat.) $\pm 0.1$ (syst.), consistent with the Cyg X-3 position, with an average flux $F_2 = (11.3 \pm 2.9) \times$
Fig. 1. (Top panel) Swift/BAT lightcurve (in counts per second in the energy range 15–50 keV) and AGILE-GRID $\gamma$-ray flares for $E > 100$ MeV as a function of time. The red arrows mark the dates of major $\gamma$-ray flares of Cyg X-3: MJD 54 572, 54 772, 54 811, 54 998, 55 001, 55 003, 55 007, 55 025, 55 034, 55 324, 55 343. Gray areas show the interval of good AGILE $\gamma$-ray exposure of Cyg X-3. (Bottom panel) Average $\gamma$-ray flux from Cyg X-3 region in hard and soft X-ray state for $E > 100$ MeV.

$10^{-8}$ ph. cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ above 100 MeV. Note that this extended time interval includes several periods with low hard X-ray/high soft X-ray emission that we call here “active $\gamma$-ray states”. It is therefore possible that the value of $F_2$ is influenced by low-level $\gamma$-ray emission from Cyg X-3 during the active states.

Table 5 reports all the “active” and “non-active” $\gamma$-ray states associated with the hard and soft X-rays state. These periods are also shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. For example, integrating during the period 2009 Jun. 15 until 2009 July 15 (MJD = 54 997.50–55 027.50) we find an average flux $F_3 = (32 \pm 10) \times 10^{-8}$ ph. cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ above 100 MeV.

In order to study “non-active $\gamma$-ray” Cyg X-3 states (i.e., those corresponding in general to the common hard X-ray states) we also focused on specific time intervals characterized by average Swift/BAT levels of emission above 0.028 cts cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. For the period starting on 2009 Jan. 19 until 2009 Feb. 28 (MJD = 54 850.50–54 890.50) we find a 95% confidence limit upper limit $F_4 < 23 \times 10^{-8}$ ph. cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ above 100 MeV. Integrating from 2009 Dec. 1 until 2010 May 4 (MJD = 55 166.50–55 320.50) we find a 95% confidence limit upper limit $F_5 < 15 \times 10^{-8}$ ph. cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ above 100 MeV.

2.4. Instrument stability

We have analyzed some AGILE sources having flux near the average $\gamma$-ray flux detected from Cyg X-3 (see Sect. 2.3) that are not expected to be variable. In particular, we have considered the $\gamma$-ray pulsars reported in Table 4. The analysis has been carried out using the same procedure performed on Cyg X-3, by dividing the analyzed period (from 2007 Jul. to 2011 May) in two sets: pointing mode (with a 1 day bin size light-curve) and spinning mode (from 2009 Nov., with a 2 days bin size light-curve). We have done about 1530 trials for the pointing mode and 1536 trials for the spinning mode. The resulting probability density function (PDF) of $T_s$ values is shown in Fig. 2 where it is compared with a simulation of Cyg X-3 field: in this field all the sources reported
in Table 2 are simulated except Cyg X-3 that has zero flux. It is noted that the $T_\alpha$ distribution of real AGILE observations of the source listed in Table 4 (red line) is fully compatible with the simulations (black line) and this fact excludes the presence of spurious flares introduced by instrument instability during the AGILE lifetime. As stated in Bulgarelli et al. (2012) the vertical translation of the $T_\alpha$ distribution depends on the complexity of the analyzed region.

With these distributions the expected number of wrong detections with $\sqrt{T_\alpha} > 3.1$ (the lowest value of Table 6) in 150 maps (the number of bins of the light curves) is about 0.2; in this paper we have 8 detections in 150 maps.

2.5. Observations in pointing mode

The AGILE pointing observations of the Cygnus field analyzed in this paper are listed in Table 1, and cover about two months of uninterrupted observation. Having obtained the general results on the Cygnus region described in the previous section, we carried out a systematic search for short timescale variability of Cyg X-3 during the interval of substantial AGILE-GRID exposure in pointing mode in 2009.

Figure 3, panels 1–3 provide a close-up of Fig. 1 showing the details of the $\gamma$-ray emission above 100 MeV (panel 1) and 400 MeV (panel 2) detected by AGILE from Cyg X-3 together with simultaneous hard X-ray information from both Swift-BAT and Super-AGILE (panel 3). The interval covering the period 2009 Jun.–Aug. (MJD: 54 997.50–55 055.50) corresponds to a 1-day (leaving uncovered only the regions near the Sun or anti-Sun directions) and provides significant continuous monitoring of exposed sources for many months. The Cygnus region was in a favorable position in the sky, i.e., always in the field of view (within about 50 degrees off-axis) of the AGILE spinning instrument. This was useful for assessing in a consistent way the pattern of $\gamma$-ray variable emission from Cyg X-3 and correlating with other wavelength emission. The AGILE pointing mode had a relatively larger daily exposure compared with that obtained in the spinning mode. However, the AGILE pointings at the Cygnus region required a pre-defined planning strategy, and the overall monitoring livetime was about 50% from 2007 Jul. to 2009 Oct.

Since AGILE started operating in spinning mode (2009 Nov.) to 2010 Jun. Cyg X-3 has been mostly in its hard X-ray state that does not favour strong $\gamma$-ray emission (Tavani et al. 2009b; Abdo et al. 2009b).

We continuously searched for transient $\gamma$-ray emission from the Cyg X-3 region during the AGILE spinning mode phase with an automatic alert monitoring system (Bulgarelli et al. 2009). In 2010 May this monitoring system detected a signal above $\sqrt{T_\alpha} = 3.5$ from Cyg X-3, that was subsequently verified by a manual analysis. We detected two $\gamma$-ray emission episodes during MJD 55 324–55 326 (Bulgarelli et al. 2010b) not confirmed by Fermi (Corbel et al. 2010a), and on MJD 55 343–55 345 (Bulgarelli et al. 2010c) confirmed by Fermi (Corbel et al. 2010b). The details of a refined analysis are reported in Table 6 for $E > 100$ MeV and in Table 7 for $E > 400$ MeV.

Figure 5 shows the detailed 1-day hard X-ray lightcurve of Cyg X-3 together with the AGILE-GRID emission episodes and AMI-LA radio monitoring. A 15 GHz radio flare is evident in the data and it anticipates the $\gamma$-ray flare at MJD 55 343 by ~1 day.

2.7. Combining all Cygnus X-3 flares detected by AGILE

Figure 6 reports the sum of all the flares detected by AGILE-GRID from Cyg X-3 reported in this paper for $E > 100$ MeV. The significance of the sum of all the flares is $\sqrt{N_\alpha} = 6.2$ with a flux of $160 \pm 40$ ph. cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ and a 95% contour level centered in $(\ell, b) = (79.69, 0.72)$ in Galactic coordinates, with a semi-major
Fig. 3. AGILE/GRID, AGILE/SA, Fermi/LAT, Swift/BAT, XTE/ASM, AMI-LA, RATAN-600 and Metsähovi Radio Observatory data of Cyg X-3 during the uninterrupted 2-months period 2009 Jun.–Jul. Panel 1 (top): the AGILE-GRID γ-ray light curve with a variable window time to put in evidence the Cyg X-3 flares of 1-day timescale, the other data and upper-limits are determined with 1-2- or 4-day time intervals; the Fermi light curve of 4-days timescale. $E > 100$ MeV. Panel 2: the AGILE-GRID γ-ray light curve for $E > 400$ MeV and the coverage of MAGIC observation (gray area). Panel 3: the hard X-ray light curve as monitored by BAT (15–50 keV) and by Super-AGILE (20–60 keV) with a daily timescale bin. Panel 4: the soft X-ray light curve as monitored by XTE-ASM (1.3–12.1 keV) for a 1-day integration time bin. Panel 5: the ASM hardness ratio (5–12 keV)/(3–5 keV) data. Panel 6: AMI-LA radio flux monitoring of Cyg X-3 at 15 GHz and the Metsähovi Radio Observatory data at 37 GHz. Panel 7: RATAN-600 radio telescope data at different frequencies. The AGILE/GRID γ-ray upper limits are at the 2 − $\sigma$ level, the flux error bars are 1 − $\sigma$ values.
axis of $0.47^\circ$ and a semi-minor axis of $0.28^\circ$ (including statistical and systematic errors).

The significance of the sum of all the flares for $E > 400$ MeV is $\sqrt{T_s} = 5.1$ with a flux of $58 \pm 18$ ph. cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ and a 95% contour level centered in $(l, b) = (79.8, 0.5)$ in Galactic coordinates, with a semi-major axis of $0.53^\circ$ and a semi-minor axis of $0.34^\circ$ (including statistical and systematic errors).

The 1FGL J2032.2+4127 and AGL J2030+4129 are both outside the AGILE error box. This fact excludes that the detected flares originate from these nearby sources.

In order to assess the statistical significance of our detections, we consider the post-trial probability of flare occurrence. We have to distinguish two es:

1. the case of a single flare episode originating from a specific source within a given error box (that we define as “single independent occurrence”);

2. the case of repeated flaring episodes originating from a specific source with a given error box (that we call here “repeated flare occurrence”).

For each individual detection by AGILE reported in Tables 6 and 7 we calculated the post-trial significance of the single independent occurrences, which does not take into account the history of repeated occurrences.

We calculate the post-trial significance for repeated flare occurrences at the Cyg X-3 error-box position as follows. Each independent time period is a single trial. The chance probability of having $k$ or more detections at a specific site with a $T_s$ statistic satisfying $T_s \geq k$ in $N$ trials is given by $P(N; k) = 1 - \sum_{j=0}^{\lfloor k-1 \rfloor} \binom{N}{j} (p(1-p)^{N-j})$ where $p$ is the $p$-value corresponding to the $h$ value. For $T_s \geq 10.9$, we have a $p$-value of $6.8 \times 10^{-5}$. The estimated probability of 8 detections ($E > 100$ MeV) consistent with the Cyg X-3 position is $1.0 \times 10^{-7}$.

Table 5. 1-day γ-ray flares consistent with the Cyg X-3 position reported in Tavani et al. (2009b) for $E > 100$ MeV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>γ-ray flaring date (MJD)</th>
<th>$(l, b)$ positioning (degrees)</th>
<th>γ-ray flux $(10^{-8} \text{ ph. cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1})$</th>
<th>FDR-α</th>
<th>$\sqrt{T_s}$</th>
<th>Pre-trial σ for a single detection</th>
<th>Post-trial σ for a single detection</th>
<th>Swift/BAT flux (cts cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54 997.50–54 998.50</td>
<td>$(80.50, 0.53)$ ± $0.90 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>180 ± 64</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 001.00–55 002.00</td>
<td>$(79.44, 0.93)$ ± $0.65 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>168 ± 67</td>
<td>$10^{-5}$</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 003.00–55 004.00</td>
<td>$(80.35, 1.15)$ ± $0.64 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>157 ± 56</td>
<td>$10^{-5}$</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 007.00–55 008.00</td>
<td>$(79.30, 0.81)$ ± $0.57 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>176 ± 64</td>
<td>$10^{-5}$</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 025.00–55 026.00</td>
<td>$(79.75, 1.15)$ ± $0.58 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>167 ± 70</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 034.00–55 035.00</td>
<td>$(80.12, 0.96)$ ± $1.00 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>168 ± 67</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 324.00–55 326.00</td>
<td>$(79.12, 0.91)$ ± $0.83 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>170 ± 70</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.028 to 0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 334.00–55 345.00</td>
<td>$(79.89, 0.71)$ ± $0.86 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>290 ± 103</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.020 to 0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Sum of above detections | $(79.69, 0.72)$ ± $0.30 \pm 0.1$ | 160 ± 40                            | 6.2    | 7.2         |                                |                                |                                  |

Notes. The last row reports the sum of all the flares with the repeated flare occurrence post-trial significance. (a) ATel 2609. (b) ATel 2645. (c) We calculated the post-trial significance for 150 trials, which is equivalent of about 1 year of total exposure time.

Table 6. Main 1-day and 2-days γ-ray flares consistent with the Cyg X-3 position detected in 2009 June–July and from 2009 Dec. to 2010 Jun. for $E > 100$ MeV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>γ-ray flaring date (MJD)</th>
<th>$(l, b)$ positioning (degrees)</th>
<th>γ-ray flux $(10^{-8} \text{ ph. cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1})$</th>
<th>FDR-α</th>
<th>$\sqrt{T_s}$</th>
<th>Pre-trial σ for a single detection</th>
<th>Post-trial σ for a single detection</th>
<th>Swift/BAT flux (cts cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54 997.50–54 998.50</td>
<td>$(80.42, 0.41)$ ± $0.60 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>67 ± 29</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 000.00–55 001.50</td>
<td>$(78.88, 0.56)$ ± $0.92 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>45 ± 24</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 018.00–55 019.50</td>
<td>$(79.75, 0.55)$ ± $0.60 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>65 ± 33</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 343.50–55 345.50</td>
<td>$(80.07, 0.56)$ ± $0.70 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>94 ± 43</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.020 to 0.018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Sum of above detections | $(79.8, 0.5)$ ± $0.31 \pm 0.1$ | 58 ± 18                            | 5.1    | 3.8         |                                |                                |                                  |

Notes. The last row reports the repeated flare occurrence post-trial significance.

with the null hypothesis in 150 maps is \( P = 2.3792 \times 10^{-13} \) that corresponds to \( \sim 7.2 \) Gaussian standard deviations.

Table 7 reports the repeated flare occurrence significance for \( E > 400 \text{ MeV} \).

In order to test the pre-trial type I error (rejecting the null hypothesis when in fact it is true) we also searched for transient emission at the position \((l, b) = (78.38, 0)\) near Cyg X-3 with similar characteristics of the diffuse background. We found a \( T_s \) distribution compatible with the expected statistics (the black histogram of Fig. 2).

### 2.8. Statistical correlations with other wavelengths

#### 2.8.1. Anticorrelation with hard X-ray emission

We notice that the \( \gamma \)-ray episodes detected by AGILE are all in correspondence with peculiar states of the hard X-ray emission. Both the \( \gamma \)-ray emission flaring episodes correspond to \( \sim 1 \)-day minima of the BAT hard X-ray light-curve. The typical trend of anticorrelated soft and hard X-ray emission from Cyg X-3 is evident and also shown by the ASM hardness ratio trend.

This paper reports eight flares originating from Cyg X-3 for \( E > 100\) MeV. All are in correspondence with a low hard X-ray flux of Cyg X-3; seven of them are under 0.02 cts cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) in the \textit{Swift}/BAT, and one is under 0.028 cts cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\). To quantify the relation between \( \gamma \)-ray emission and hard X-ray emission it is reasonable to set a threshold of 0.028 cts cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) in the \textit{Swift}/BAT data: the fraction of the time that this source is under this level during the AGILE observation time is \( f = 0.32 \). For \( k \) \( \gamma \)-ray flares originating from Cyg X-3, \( f^k \) is the probability that all the flares are under the hard X-ray threshold, and \( P(N, k) \) is the probability of having \( k \) or more detections in \( N \) maps (see Sect. 2.7). We find that the confidence level that all the \( \gamma \)-ray flares occur at a low hard X-ray flux is \( \sim 7.7 \) normal standard deviations.

We have also calculated the Discrete Cross-Correlation Function (DCF). The DCF correlates two sets of unevenly sampled data (Edelson et al. 1988). We have correlated both BAT/\textit{Swift} (sampled each day) and AMI-LA (variously sampled more than one time in a day or every few days) with AGILE data (sampled every few days, with a variable time bin size depending by the \( \gamma \)-ray state of the source). The calculation of the DCF uses a DCF binning of 8 days to take into account the biggest time bin size of AGILE light curve, with a scan time lag of 1 day. The UL are converted into flux and related 1-day maps (see Sect. 2.7). We have performed tests with different bin sizes of the AGILE light curve (splitting the same flux in smaller bins) and we have tried also different DCF bin sizes with the AGILE original light curve of Figs. 3 and 5. In any case we have found that the peak of the DCF depends only weakly on the specific bin size. Due to the bin size of AGILE light curve, we use the DCF only for the determination of the cross-correlation and not for a measurement of a lag between hard-X and \( \gamma \)-rays.

Correlating hard X-rays and \( \gamma \)-rays we find a negative correlation with a \( 3\sigma \) confidence level between these frequencies compatible with \( 0 \pm 8 \) days lag.

#### 2.8.2. Correlation with hard X-ray emission

Despite some gaps in the radio data, in particular during the pointing mode observations, several radio flares are evident in the data. We find a positive correlation above the \( 3\sigma \) confidence level between the radio and \( \gamma \)-rays with a lag of \( 0 \pm 8 \) days. The same consideration reported for the DCF between X-rays and \( \gamma \)-rays is valid for the correlation between the radio and \( \gamma \)-rays, and for this reason the DCF is not used for a measurement of the lag.

### 3. Discussion

The AGILE \( \gamma \)-ray monitoring of Cyg X-3 contributes in a significant way to the determination of a repetitive pattern of \( \gamma \)-ray emission and particle acceleration in this microquasar. Several fast (1- or 2-day) \( \gamma \)-ray flaring episodes are detected in soft X-ray states. Furthermore, persistent and significant \( \gamma \)-ray emission is detected in AGILE data usually during a low flux in hard X-rays. The most intense \( \gamma \)-ray emission above 100 MeV distinctly occurs in coincidence with minima of the hard X-ray emission. As we discuss below, on several occasions a radio flare was detected near or after the \( \gamma \)-ray peak emission. This trend, that was already apparent in Tavani et al. (2009b) and Abdo et al. (2009b), is confirmed by a more extended monitoring over more than 1 year.

The \( \gamma \)-ray flaring episodes are demonstrated to be even more relevant for understanding the source dynamics when compared to soft X-ray, hard X-ray, and radio data. Figures 3 and 5 show the \( \gamma \)-ray datapoints with multifrequency information.

#### 3.1. General characteristics

Observationally, \( \gamma \)-ray emission from Cyg X-3 starts to be detectable by AGILE when the \textit{Swift}/BAT hard X-ray flux decreases below a count rate flux of \( F = 0.02 \) cts cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\), as
shown by the data reported in Tables 6 and 7 (see Figs. 3 and 5). Furthermore, γ-ray flaring appears to be occurring during or immediately before sudden X-ray spectral transitions. The γ-ray flare recorded on MJD 55 324 is associated with a spectral transition from hard to soft X-ray emission, although unlike the other detections, it is not coincident with a radio flare.

The reported data show in general an anti-correlation between the γ and hard X-ray fluxes, and a correlation between the γ and soft X-ray fluxes. Several γ-ray flares (55 001, 55 019, 55 034) are associated with 1–2 day delayed radio flares at the level of 1 Jy at 15 GHz as detected by AMI-LA. For other γ-ray flares, the relation with the radio emission is not so obvious, either for lack of radio monitoring (see the episode at MJD 55 025), or for the quasi-simultaneous γ-ray and radio emission (as in MJD 55 343, see Fig. 4). However, the majority of Cyg X-3 γ-ray flares reported here and in Tavani et al. (2009b) appear to follow a trend characterized by a substantial γ-ray enhancement preceding radio flaring activity by a few days, which is within the formal DCF error bar of 8 days. The γ-ray flare on MJD 55 019 is possibly associated with a γ-ray harder spectrum compared to other flares.

An interesting case is provided by the event near MJD 55 025. A prominent radio flare reaching 4 Jy at 2.1 GHz (RATAN-600) and 1 Jy at 37 GHz (Metsähovi) occurred on MJD 55 030, followed by a secondary radio flare with inverted spectrum near MJD 55 035 detected by RATAN-600 as well as by AMI-LA and Metsähovi. AGILE data show that a 1-day γ-ray flare was detected on MJD 55 025, i.e., almost 5 days before the strong radio flare. Lack of radio monitoring preceding this flare does not allow us to determine the association of the MJD 55 025 γ-ray flare with other radio flaring activity. In any case, during the ~4 days between the γ-ray and radio flares the overall γ-ray flux stayed at a low level. In particular, during the radio flare itself that lasted about 3 days, the γ-ray flux was below \( F = 100 \times 10^{-8}\) ph. cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) near 100 MeV and above.

A sequence of γ-ray emission immediately followed. On MJD 55 034–55 035 the γ-ray flux shows an increase above \( F = 180 \times 10^{-8}\) ph. cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) for \( E > 100\) MeV followed by 4 days of high level flux and subsequent decay. One day later (MJD 55 035 and following days), the “secondary” radio flare with the inverted spectrum was detected reaching 2 Jy at 15 GHz.
The γ-ray intensity map of the sum of all the Cyg X-3 flares reported in this paper, in Galactic coordinates for $E > 100$ MeV. Pixel size = 0.1° with 5-pixel Gaussian smoothing. Cyan contours: AGILE-GRID 95% confidence level of LAT PSR J2032+4127; Green continuous contour: the Cyg X-3 flares 95% confidence level (statistical and systematic errors) for $E > 100$ MeV. Green dashed contour: the Cyg X-3 flares 95% confidence level (statistical and systematic errors) for $E > 400$ MeV. Black crosses: Fermi-LAT (1-year catalog) sources (crosses shown for contours too small to be visible). The green contour has been calculated with the multi-source likelihood analysis method described in the text, using persistent sources reported in Table 2. Blue cross is the position of Cyg X-3.

11.2 GHz. The excellent multi-frequency coverage by our group during this period (MJD 55 030–55 040) is enhanced by several TeV observations of Cyg X-3 by the MAGIC group (Aleksic et al. 2010) followed after an AGILE alert. It is then interesting to note that the MAGIC 95% confidence upper limit of $4 \times 10^{-12} \text{ph. cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ above 250 GeV obtained from a set of observations including those of interest here provide, for the first time for Cyg X-3, simultaneous broad-band spectral information from 100 MeV to TeV energies.

The AMI-LA radio data of MJD 55 343 (see Fig. 5) shows the correlation between radio and γ-ray flares with the radio flares that anticipate the γ-ray flare. The same behaviour is reported in Williams et al. (2011).

### 3.2. The γ-ray spectrum

Figure 4 shows the γ-ray spectrum obtained by summing all the major aforementioned episodes during the period 2009 Jun.–Jul. The complex relation between the γ-ray emission of Cyg X-3 near 100 MeV up to 1 GeV and the X-ray and radio spectrum will be addressed in detail elsewhere. We emphasize here that the AGILE results set interesting constraints on the hardness of the γ-ray spectrum near 100 MeV. Our measured power-law spectrum is consistent in being “flat”, that is with a power-law index near 2 in the AGILE-GRID energy range. However, we cannot exclude the existence of spectral curvature of the $\nu F_\nu$ spectrum in the energy range below or near 100 MeV. We address this point as well as the analysis and implications of the measured broad-band spectrum of Cyg X-3 in Piano et al. (in prep.).

### 3.3. AGILE and Fermi comparison

We compare our results on Cyg X-3 with those of Fermi-LAT. There is considerable overlap of emission episodes detected by the two missions during the period 2009 Jun.–Jul. Figure 3 (top panel) shows the AGILE γ-ray lightcurves of Cyg X-3 with different time bins and the available Fermi-LAT γ-ray lightcurve (Abdo et al. 2009b). The two instruments have a quite different response and daily exposure at energies near 100 MeV, and the daily effective exposure is influenced by solar panel and other geometric constraints of the pointing strategy. Furthermore, for a source of relatively rapidly varying (within one day or shorter timescale) γ-ray emission such as Cyg X-3, the two instruments can catch different states of emission. The 1-day flaring AGILE-GRID lightcurve generally agrees with the 4-day averaged Fermi-LAT lightcurve (Abdo et al. 2009b). The two instruments have a quite different response and daily exposure at energies near 100 MeV, and the daily effective exposure is influenced by solar panel and other geometric constraints of the pointing strategy. Furthermore, for a source of relatively rapidly varying (within one day or shorter timescale) γ-ray emission such as Cyg X-3, the two instruments can catch different states of emission. The 1-day flaring AGILE-GRID lightcurve generally agrees with the 4-day averaged Fermi-LAT lightcurve (Abdo et al. 2009b). The two instruments have a quite different response and daily exposure at energies near 100 MeV, and the daily effective exposure is influenced by solar panel and other geometric constraints of the pointing strategy. Furthermore, for a source of relatively rapidly varying (within one day or shorter timescale) γ-ray emission such as Cyg X-3, the two instruments can catch different states of emission. The 1-day flaring AGILE-GRID lightcurve generally agrees with the 4-day averaged Fermi-LAT lightcurve (Abdo et al. 2009b). The two instruments have a quite different response and daily exposure at energies near 100 MeV, and the daily effective exposure is influenced by solar panel and other geometric constraints of the pointing strategy. Furthermore, for a source of relatively rapidly varying (within one day or shorter timescale) γ-ray emission such as Cyg X-3, the two instruments can catch different states of emission. The 1-day flaring AGILE-GRID lightcurve generally agrees with the 4-day averaged Fermi-LAT lightcurve (Abdo et al. 2009b). The two instruments have a quite different response and daily exposure at energies near 100 MeV, and the daily effective exposure is influenced by solar panel and other geometric constraints of the pointing strategy. Furthermore, for a source of relatively rapidly varying (within one day or shorter timescale) γ-ray emission such as Cyg X-3, the two instruments can catch different states of emission. The 1-day flaring AGILE-GRID lightcurve generally agrees with the 4-day averaged Fermi-LAT lightcurve (Abdo et al. 2009b). The two instruments have a quite different response and daily exposure at energies near 100 MeV, and the daily effective exposure is influenced by solar panel and other geometric constraints of the pointing strategy. Furthermore, for a source of relatively rapidly varying (within one day or shorter timescale) γ-ray emission such as Cyg X-3, the two instruments can catch different states of emission. The 1-day flaring AGILE-GRID lightcurve generally agrees with the 4-day averaged Fermi-LAT lightcurve (Abdo et al. 2009b).

Diﬀerent pointing strategies of Cyg X-3 for AGILE-GRID (in red) and Fermi-LAT (in blue). Upper panel: time evolution of the instrument oﬀ-axis angle with respect to the ﬁxed Cyg X-3 position during the period 2009 Jul. 18–28 when the AGILE operates in pointing mode. The curve in blue show the oﬀ-axis angle evolution for the all-sky scanning pointing strategy of Fermi-LAT. The curve in red show the oﬀ-axis angle for the AGILE-GRID ﬁxed pointing strategy in 2009 Jul.

Bottom panel: time evolution of the cumulative exposure between 100 MeV and 400 MeV for Fermi-LAT (blue curve, using public data and Pass 6 Version 3 Front photons Instrument Response Function) and AGILE-GRID (red curve) assuming a starting time on 2009 Jul. 18.

4. Conclusions

Our present study of the γ-ray emission from the microquasar Cyg X-3 adds substantially to the information already gathered from the ﬁrst results of AGILE-GRID (Tavani et al. 2009b) and Fermi-LAT (Abdo et al. 2009b). We conﬁrm the time variable nature of the extreme particle acceleration in the microquasar Cyg X-3 that manifests itself as γ-ray emission above 100 MeV.

The overall anticorrelation between the active γ-ray states of Cyg X-3 and its hard X-ray emission is evident in our data that conﬁrm the conclusions of Tavani et al. (2009b). Both the AGILE pointing and spinning mode observations of the Cygnus region sampled Cyg X-3 in diﬀerent spectral states, both “hard”, and “soft”. Enhanced γ-ray emission is deﬁnitely produced only during the “soft” spectral states. These states are usually characterized by low values of the radio emission before major radio outbursts occur.

We detected several γ-ray ﬂaring episodes from Cyg X-3 with ﬂuxes above $F = 100 \times 10^{-8} \text{ph. cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ for photons energies larger than 100 MeV. All these episodes occurred during a low ﬂux in hard X-rays, and were simultaneous with either peak values of the X-ray intensity or low values of the radio ﬂux that typically precede major plasmoid ejections and radio ﬂares. Several episodes of enhanced γ-ray emission with radio ﬂares were detected (MJD 54 998, 55 001, 55 003, 55 007, 55019, 55034, 55343 and possibly 55 025). In the majority of cases, (except MJD 55 323 that is seems correlated with a fast transition between X-ray states) the γ-ray emission above 100 MeV precedes or is near the major radio ﬂare during a rapid spectral change transition.

The AGILE monitoring of Cyg X-3 in the spinning mode produced a consistent database with no signiﬁcant data gaps since 2009 Nov. We have continuously sampled many X-ray state changes. Cyg X-3 stayed in the hard X-ray state most of the time since 2009 Nov. (see Fig. 5), implying a non-detectable γ-ray emission from Cyg X-3 by AGILE. We ﬁnally stress that...
the AGILE monitoring without temporal gap is crucial for the comprehension of these transient phenomena.

For the first time (around MJD 55 000), we witnessed the transition from high to low flux in hard X-ray, with the consequent “ignition” of the γ-ray emission process. Whether this is really an “ignition”, i.e., an enhanced and very efficient particle acceleration process that start with the γ-ray production, or a particle and photon transport change of the medium surrounding the Cyg X-3 compact source, is a matter of debate. AGILE will continue to study Cyg X-3 in order to discriminate between theoretical models.
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